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1.

Bodo Manthey

INTRODUCTION

Multi ast transmissions allow huge savings of network trafompared to uni ast transmissions when the same data is
sent to a lot of users. These savings are a hieved by the fa t
that users may \share" links, sin e ea h node in a multi ast
network an send an in oming transmission to an arbitrary
number of neighbours. If there are osts in urred when using
an edge, then this sharing is an obsta le for pri ing.
Formally, the (binary) multi ast pri ing problem is dened as follows: Let G = (V; E ) be an edge weighted undire ted graph. The graph G models the underlying network,
edge weight e represents the osts for using edge e. There is
a distinguished set N  V of users. Furthermore, there is a
node r 2= N , the servi e provider. A ost-sharing me hanism
determines whi h users re eive the transmission and assigns
a pri e to ea h of these users. Ea h user i 2 N has a (se ret)
utility ui . He derives utility ui from getting the transmission. If i gets the transmission at pri e xi , his individual welfare is ui xi . If i does not get the transmission, his welfare is
xi . However, the ost-sharing me hanism does not a priori
know the values ui . It has to rely on the users to report these
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values. The users are sel sh and thus might not be willing
to report their true utility. In a game-theoreti framework,
their set of strategies is to report any value bi  0 as their
utility. Given these bids bi , the task of the me hanism is
to sele t a subset Q  N of the users, nd a multi ast
tree F serving Q, and assign pri es xi to the users. The
ost-sharing me hanism for the tree F should meet some of
the following so io-e onomi and game-theoreti properties:
No Positive Transfer (NPT), Voluntary Parti ipation (VP),
Consumer Sovereignty (CS), Group Strategyproof (GSP) or
Strategyproof (SP), Budget Balan e (BB), and EÆ ien y
(EFF). For a de nition of these terms, see e.g. [1, 2, 4℄. We
also de ne these properties in Se tion 3 for rated problems,
whi h in lude binary problems as a spe ial ase. It is a lassi al result in game theory that there is no strategyproof
me hanism that meets both BB and EFF. From a omputational point of view, we also want that the me hanism an
eÆ iently be omputed. In a distributed setting, it might
also be desirable that the me hanism an be omputed with
low ommuni ation osts.

2. RELATED WORK

Most of the urrent pri ing me hanisms for multi ast transmissions assume that the underlying multi ast tree is xed,
that is, G is a tree with root r and leaves N (see for instan e
[1, 2℄). Thus for any subset of the users to be served, the
tree used is a subtree of the underlying xed tree. From the
viewpoint of ombinatorial optimization, this problem is not
very interesting. For xed trees, me hanisms are designed
and analyzed that meet|beside NPT, VP, and CS|either
GSP and BB or SP and EFF. The work of Jain and Vazirani
[4℄ is a notable ex eption, as they do not assume that there
is a xed multi ast tree.
Most of the pri ing me hanisms mentioned above are binary, that means, either a user gets the full transmission or
nothing at all. In a network with widely di ering bandwidth
onne tions|su h as the internet|it is however unavoidable to have transmissions of data at di erent qualities or
rates, say 1  2      ` , where the number of rates
` is determined in advan e. Adler and Rubenstein [1℄ proposed two approa hes to handle di erent rates, whi h both
re e t pra ti e: Under the layered paradigm, the transmission is sent in layers. Layer 1 has rate 1 and every other
layer i > 1 has rate i i 1 . To re eive rate j , a user is
sent layers 1; : : : ; j . Under the split session paradigm, there
is a separate multi ast transmission for ea h rate. Ea h
user re eives at most one of those transmissions. Adler and

Rubenstein study marginal ost me hanisms under those
paradigms. They assume that a xed multi ast tree is given.
They do not treat budget balan ed me hanisms or general
graphs and pose those extensions as an open problem.

3.

PROBLEMS WITH RATES

We here address the open problems posed by Adler and
Rubenstein. We also propose two new paradigms (LC, SSC)
for me hanisms with rates.
Now ea h user i has an utility ve tor ui = (ui;1 ; : : : ; ui;` )
and ui; is the utility of i when re eiving the transmission
at rate  . The possible strategies of ea h user i is to bid a
ve tor bi = (bi;1 ; : : : ; bi;` ), where bi;  0 indi ates the pri e
that i is willing to pay for rate  . We are studying me hanisms that, given those n bids b = (b1 ; : : : ; bn ), ompute a
fun tion q : N ! f0; : : : ; `g. (In the ase of binary me hanisms, q simply is a hara teristi fun tion.) For ea h user i,
qi := q (i) is the rate of the transmission re eived by i. qi = 0
means that the user does not re eive the transmission at all.
Su h a fun tion q will be alled a rate fun tion. The me hanism also provides a fun tion x : N ! R. xi := x(i) denotes
the pri e that user i has to pay to re eive the transmission at
rate qi . The individual welfare of user i is ui;qi xi provided
that qi > 0, sin e he gets the transmission at rate qi for
the pri e xi . Otherwise, his welfare is xi . Finally, Cost(q )
denotes the true osts in urred by the servi e provider when
serving the users at rates a ording to the fun tion q .
The properties NPT, VP, CS, (G)SP, and BB are re ned
as follows to handle multiple rates.
No Positive Transfer: For all users i, xi  0.
Voluntary Parti ipation (VP): If qi > 0, then bi;qi xi 
0, otherwise xi = 0.
Consumer Sovereignty (CS): For every user i and for
every rate  , there is an `-ve tor ^bi su h that if i bids ^bi ,
then i will get the servi e at rate  (independent of the
other bids).
Group Strategyproof (GSP): Even if a set of users C
ollude, their dominant strategy is to report their true utility
ui as bi for all i 2 C . If this property holds only for sets C
of size one, then we speak of Strategyproof (SP).
Budget Balan e (BB):
i2N xi = Cost(q ), i.e., neither a
de it nor a surplus is reated. If only Cost(q )  i2N xi 
Cost(q) holds, then we speak of -approximate Budget
Balan e ( -BB).
A binary me hanism for the multi ast pri ing problem an
be interpreted as a rated me hanism with only one possible
rate. Sin e su h me hanisms are well studied, it is a natural design paradigm to onstru t rated me hanism for the
multi ast pri ing problem from binary ones.
Let M1 ; M2 ; : : : ; M` be me hanisms for rates 1 ; 2 1 ; : : : ;
` ` 1 under the layered paradigm or for rates 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; `
under the split session paradigm, respe tively, su h that all
of M1 ; : : : ; M` meet NPT, VP, CS, GSP, and BB. Moulin [5℄
showed that for ea h su h me hanism M , there is a rossmonotoni ost-sharing fun tion  su h that  (q; i) is exa tly the osts user i has to pay if the me hanism sele ts
users a ording to the hara teristi fun tion q . This fun tion  is budget balan ed, that is, ni=1  (q; i) = Cost(q ).
For a rate fun tion q : N ! f0; 1; : : : ; `g and 1  k  `, let
q=k : N ! f0; 1g be the hara teristi fun tion of all users
to whom rate k is assigned. Let qk be the hara teristi
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fun tion of all users to whom one of the rates 1 ; : : : ; k
is assigned. The fa t that the rated me hanism should be
omposed of binary me hanisms manifests in the following
two properties:
qi  (q ; i).
Layered Costs (LC): For all users i, xi =
=1  
Split Session Costs (SSC): For all i, xi = qi (q=qi ; i).
Under the layered paradigm, the pri e xi user i has to pay
is exa tly the sum of the rst qi ost-shares of i with respe t
to 1 ; : : : ; ` , sin e to get rate qi user i has to re eive the
rst qi layers. Under the split session paradigm, the pri e is
simply qi (q=qi ; i), the share of i in the qi th group.
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4. RESULTS
We design a meta me hanism under the layered paradigm
that uses a binary me hanism for ea h layer as a bla kbox.
Theorem 1. If 1 ; : : : ; ` are ross-monotoni and budget
balan ed, then there is a me hanism

 is
= maxf 1 ; : : : ;

CS, SP, BB, and LC. If ea h
only

-BB, where

L that meets NPT, VP,
only
 -BB, then L is
`

g

.

This meta me hanism is interesting on its own and an be
applied to other pri ing problems with rates. It remains an
open question whether one an also a hieve GSP for su h
a meta me hanism. On e we have this meta me hanism,
we an plug various binary me hanisms into it. If the underlying multi ast tree is xed, we an for instan e use the
Shapley value (see e.g. [2℄). If there is no underlying xed
multi ast tree, then we an exploit the binary me hanism
by Jain and Vazirani [4℄ to get a me hanism for the multi ast problem with rates under the layered paradigm that
meets NPT, VP, CS, SP, and BB. This me hanism works
for general graphs and omputes for ea h layer a multi ast
tree whose weight is at most twi e the weight of an optimum
Steiner tree, provided that the triangle inequality holds.
Then we show that for the split session paradigm, su h a
meta me hanism does not exist.
Theorem 2. There are ross-monotoni fun tions 1 ; 2
su h that there is no me hanism for

1 ; 2

that meets NPT,

VP, CS, SP, BB, and SSC.

This insight omplements ni ely the results by Adler and
Rubenstein that the split session paradigm is also harder
than the layered paradigm in their setting.
Finally, we extend the te hniques of Jain and Vazirani to a
larger lass of onstrained forest problems by in orporating
ideas of Goemans and Williamson [3℄. This allows us to
model extended multi ast s enarios like having simultaneous
(parallel) transmissions or several (mirrored) servers.
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